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Someone who, as a young composer, had dined with
Rossini, was in the company of Liszt in Bayreuth, and as
teacher of composition counted Varèse, Milhaud and
Honegger among his students can certainly be said to have
followed a fascinating musical path. Charles Widor’s musical
life, covering no less than approximately 75 years of French
musical history, in itself constitutes a veritable cultural
history. In addition to his vast knowledge in the areas of
counterpoint, harmony and instrumentation, he was a man
of great intellect and someone who, alongside his musical
work, fulfilled countless organisational roles in French
musical life. Despite his conviction that an artist should not
marry, it was at the age of 76 that he finally wedded the 36-
year-old Mathilde de Montesquiou-Fézensac. Numerous
colourful amorous adventures had prepared him for this
union.

The musical education of the Lyon-born Widor
comprised, after organ lessons from his father, a stay of only
five months in Brussels (from the end of February to 9 July
1863), where he studied harmony, counterpoint,
composition and instrumentation under François-Joseph
Fétis and organ with Jacques Lemmens. These daily private
lessons were exceptionally intensive. Fétis, the director of
the Brussels Conservatory, had a formidable reputation as

a composer and as author of various theoretical and
scientific works in the field of music. Lemmens, one of the
foremost organists of his era, reinstated the great
polyphonic tradition, and his sonorous style of playing
stemmed from a highly developed technique. The organ
works of Bach constituted a major departure point in his
teaching.  Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, the well-known organ-
builder who introduced Guilmant and Widor to Lemmens as
students, saw in them the potential to instil new life into
French organ playing, which had fallen into disregard. 

Shortly after his period of study in Brussels, Widor was,
with the intercession of Cavaillé-Coll, Saint-Saëns and
Gounod, appointed organist of St Sulpice, the Paris church
with the largest and most impressive organ in the whole of
France. 

It was in the salon of Cavaillé-Coll, furnished with, among
other instruments, a fantastic Érard grand piano and in
which Widor was regularly invited to perform, that he met
prominent musicians such as Camille Saint-Saëns, Paul
Taffanel and Paganini’s student Ernesto Sivori. In this way
he also established a name outside the church, helped by
the fact that he was gradually being welcomed in various
Parisian musical salons. His songs and his first chamber-
music works were greeted there with enthusiasm. It was,

however, with La Korrigane (1880), a ballet fantastique in
two acts by François Coppée (scenario) and Louis Mérante
(choreography), that Widor’s name was definitively
established. This highly successful ballet was performed
more than a hundred times in Paris alone, and foreign ballet
companies also included it in their repertoire. The music for
Conte d’Avril (1885, augmented in 1891), a comedy in four
acts by Auguste Dorchain based on Shakespeare’s Twelfth
Night, was his next great success. In the field of music for
the stage there would follow, among other works, Maître
Ambros and Les Pêcheurs de Saint-Jean. This latter opera
would remain Widor’s only real success in this area. It was
performed not only in France but also in Belgium, the
Netherlands and Germany. A few symphonies and various
concertos found their way to the concert hall, but his most
famous creations were the ten organ symphonies, including
the Symphonie Gothique and the Symphonie Romane. The
organ symphony, a genre developed by Widor, was made
possible through the quantity of orchestral colours and the
dynamic possibilities offered by the new French organ.

Widor also received recognition in the area of
pedagogics. After César Franck’s death in 1890, the organ
teaching at the Conservatoire National was entrusted to
him, where Louis Vierne and Charles Tournemire were
among the most prominent of his dozens of students. His
priority was ‘… to restore the level of organ playing in
general, and, in particular, to revive the authentic tradition
of the interpretation of the works of Bach,’ as Widor
formulated it in the first lesson of his new course. When, a
few years later, a vacancy arose in one of the composition
courses, Widor expressed interest in this, too. This course,
which he directed from 1896 to 1927, became a hotbed for
a wide range of talents. Varèse, Honegger, Milhaud, Nadia
Boulanger and – for a short time – Messiaen counted
among his students. Criticising one of Varèse’s works, he is
said to have remarked, ‘I can’t say I’d advise that, Varèse,
but perhaps the textbooks will have to be changed.’ In turn,
Varèse found him ‘… the most open and most under-
standing professor.’ Milhaud wrote, ‘Honegger and I had
started studying fugue in Widor’s composition class. That
charming teacher, a most brilliant conversationalist, would
utter cries of alarm at every dissonance he came across in

my works. As he listened he would exclaim: “The worst of
it is that you get used to them”.’  Widor’s credo for
composition was defined in a French newspaper as follows:
‘He wanted intelligent music first of all, then sentimental,
knowing well that a work of art cannot be artistic if it isn’t
first scientific.’ The same author concluded, ‘… one admires
him more than one enjoys him.’ 

Gradually organ concerts and also appearances as
guest conductor took up more of his time. He appeared not
only regularly before French orchestras, but also in
England, Germany (including Berlin and Frankfurt), the
Netherlands, Russia, Poland and Hungary, often
introducing his own works. All of this despite his moderate
qualities as a conductor.

As of 1910 Widor was accepted into the illustrious
company of the Institut de France, where in 1914 he was
elected permanent secretary of the Académie des Beaux-
Arts. In 1910 the American publisher Schirmer asked Widor
to assume the editorship of a complete publication, with
performance notes, of Bach’s organ works. Widor accepted
this task in collaboration with former student Albert
Schweitzer. The first five parts appeared in 1912–13. Only
after Widor’s death would Schweitzer complete the missing
parts. In concerts, too, Widor did his best to give Bach’s
work a place in French musical life. For example, he
conducted performances of the Mass in B minor and St
Matthew Passion.

In 1921 he took the initiative, along with Francis
Casadesus, to establish the Conservatoire Américain in
Fontainebleau. One of the motives behind this was a token
of thanks for the Americans who had played a significant
role for France in the First World War. Nadia Boulanger,
Widor’s former pupil, would educate a whole generation of
American composers here, including Leonard Bernstein
and Aaron Copland. In 1934 Maurice Ravel took on the
direction of this school. Widor died in 1937. He was interred
in St Sulpice.

Suite florentine for violin or flute and piano (1919)
The Suite florentine for violin and piano was first performed
on 20 February 1919 in the Élysée Palace for Queen Elena
of Italy. Widor, playing the piano for this occasion, dedicated

Suite florentine (arr. R. de Reede for flute and piano) 
(1919) 11:38

1 Cantilena 3:14
2 Alle Cascine 2:32
3 Morbidezza 2:20
4 Tragica 3:25

5 Introduction et Rondo for clarinet and piano, 
Op. 72 (1898) 7:51

Suite for flute and piano, Op. 34
(c. 1877?/1884) 17:33

6 Moderato 3:44
7 Scherzo: Allegro vivace 2:38
8 Romance: Andantino 5:01
9 Final: Vivace 6:04

Trois Pièces (arr. A. Rey for oboe and piano)
(1909) 11:48

0 Pavane (arr. from Air en style ancien / Pastorale 
Louis XV) 3:20

! Élégie (arr. from Organ Symphony No. 1 in C minor, 
Op. 13, No. 1: VI. Méditation) 3:16

@ Pastorale (arr. from Organ Symphony No. 2 in D major, 
Op. 13, No. 2: II. Pastorale) 5:09

Suite for flute and piano, Op. 34 (c. 1877?) 
# 4th movement: Final: Vivace (first version) 4:39

$ Sérénade for flute, violin, cello, harmonium 
and piano, Op. 10 (1870) 8:21



the piece to her. It is an arrangement of the Suite for violin
and piano, Op. 76 (1903), which in turn was compiled from
the incidental music for La Sulamite, ‘pièce en vers du
Vicomte de Borelli’.

In the literature (New Grove Dictionary, MGG, Cobbett,
Vester, Pesek, Pierreuse, Near) we find the work also
included in the version for flute and piano.  In a Hamelle
edition (J 6985 H) of the Suite florentine, only ‘Violon et
Piano’ is given as instrumentation. It is not known whether
Widor himself later arranged the work for flute or whether
the publisher included a version for flute in his catalogue. A
separate flute part – if it ever existed – is, for the time being,
untraceable. The version for flute by Rien de Reede was
recently published by Universal Edition (Vienna). The work
bears no opus number, as is the case for many of Widor’s
later works. The titles of the four movements are, as is to be
expected, in Italian: Cantilena, Alle Cascine (a Florentine
park),  Morbidezza and Tragica. In the first and second
movements the main themes are respectively lyrical and
playful. In the Suite, Op. 76, the second movement is entitled
Berceuse and here, too, it displays this characteristic.
Tragica (D minor) begins and ends with a characteristic
dance rhythm, interrupted by a short lyrical middle section.

Which flautist could ever have played the Suite florentine
in the early 1920s? Barrère, whom Widor knew well and
together with whom he had played the Romance,  had
emigrated to the United States in 1905. Perhaps Louis
Fleury (1879–1926), a pupil of Taffanel, who motivated
many composers to write new works for the flute?

Introduction et Rondo, Op. 72 for clarinet with piano
accompaniment (1898)
Widor composed the Introduction et Rondo for clarinet and
piano in 1898. It counted as a compulsory work for the final
examinations in that year and was dedicated to Cyrille
Rose, clarinettist with the Paris Opera and teacher at the
Paris Conservatory. It is therefore not surprising that the
Paris Opera chose this as a compulsory work for auditions,
an example followed by numerous orchestras. 

The construction using a slow introduction followed by a
fast section is encountered frequently in the Romantic
virtuoso literature and especially in the compulsory

examination works at the Paris Conservatory. Fauré,
Enescu and many others used this form for this purpose. 

The influence of Wagner in some melody lines and
harmonic language is unmistakeable in this piece. The
commonly used rhythmic formula of a triplet followed by two
quavers (or vice versa) is highly typical of this period (for
example, Bizet, Ravel, but also Bruckner). At the end of his
life, in 1935, Widor also created a version of this work for
clarinet and orchestra (BN Ms 18141). This tells us that it
remained close to his heart.

Suite for flute and piano, Op. 34
As mentioned earlier, Widor met the best musicians of his
day in the salon of Cavaillé-Coll, including Paul Taffanel, the
foremost French flute player and teacher at the Paris
Conservatoire. In April 1884 Taffanel performed the
premiere of Widor’s Suite, Op. 34, during a concert of
his Société des Instruments à Vent. The piece was received
enthusiastically and Taffanel, to whom the work was dedi-
cated, would perform it on several further occasions. Once
with the composer himself at the piano. In view of the opus
number, according to John R. Near, Widor’s most prominent
biographer, it is not impossible that the work had been
composed in the second half of the 1870s. At the first
performance, the third movement bore only the tempo
indication Andantino: a year later, at a further performance
for the Société, it was embellished with the heading
Romance. For a movement in which the formula ‘je t’aime’
plays a role as one of the main musical motifs this heading
could hardly be anything else. Raymond Meylan justly
writes, ‘It concerns here a poem in which the flute replaces
the words.’ In his incidental music for Conte d’Avril, Op. 64,
Widor once again used the third movement of his Suite.

A piece as extensive as Widor’s Suite was unusual for
that era and furnished the flute with a role that surpassed
the charming and pure virtuosity which we associate with,
for example, Saint-Saëns’ Romance (1871) and Odelette
(1920). The character of the Suite, Op. 34, puts it way
ahead of the usual salon genre. Not only is the full range of
the flute from c1 to c4 employed, but the instruments’ charm
and virtuosity are enhanced with a dramatic component.
Widor called the work a ‘suite’. The keys of the four

movements (c-C-c; e; A flat; c-C) display a characteristic
symmetry. This division of the octave in three (c-e-g sharp/a
flat-c) for this purpose was typical of Widor’s era.

Exceptional skill in the field of harmony was one of the
aspects of Widor’s technique for which he was often
praised. ‘… the most difficult in the art of harmony is for him
only a game’ wrote a well-known French journal in 1877.
We know of two different versions of the last movement
(from bar 115 till the end). This could lend extra support to
the theory that a first version of the suite had been
composed as early as the second half of the 1870s.

Trois Pièces for oboe with piano accompaniment (1909)
The oboist Albert Rey, who gained a first prize at the Paris
Conservatory in 1895, arranged a number of Widor’s short
works for oboe and piano. It is certain that this arrangement,
published by Hamelle in 1909, was created with the
composer’s permission. Oboists will have been pleased
with this augmentation of the relatively scarce solo material
for their instrument. The first movement, Pavane (A minor),
is an arrangement of the Air en style ancien for piano from
1891 (named, in 1912 after revision, Pastorale Louis XV).
The second and third movements, Élégie (E minor) and
Pastorale (G major), respectively, are arrangements of
parts of the Organ Symphonies Nos. 1 and 2, Op. 13
(1872). In the original version, however, the second
movement was called Méditation. The 18th-century tradition
of using older musical material anew was also employed
regularly by Widor.

It would not have been the intention to have these three
pieces, written in 6/8 or 12/8 time, played after each other,
but rather for them to occupy a special and modest place in

the oboe repertoire. We find here in its purest form the
pastoral character that is peculiar to the oboe (and for which
Widor will regularly have opened a register on the organ). 

Sérénade in B flat for piano, flute, violin, cello and
harmonium, Op. 10 (1870)
From an organist’s point of view, interest in the harmonium
seems obvious. Widor was in good company in this respect,
for Berlioz, too, felt attracted to the harmonium and had
written a few pieces for this instrument as early as 1845.
Like Saint-Saëns, Widor regarded the combination of piano
and harmonium as something special. So for these
instruments he composed a dozen duos around 1867. 

The Sérénade was written in 1870. The work enjoyed
great popularity, as is witnessed by the large number of
arrangements – amongst others, for strings and piano, for
orchestra, for two violins and piano, for cello and piano and
for piano and harmonium. Charles Bordes made an
arrangement for piano and violin or flute. To our 21st-
century ears, the piece languishes rather too extensively in
the ambience of salon music.

For a performance of the Sérénade on 23 December
1871 for the Société National we find the following
prestigious performers: Charles Lamoureux, violin; Paul
Taffanel, flute; Auguste Tolbecque, cello; Gabriel Fauré,
harmonium; Widor, piano. Near remarks, ‘This work held a
prominent position on his chamber music programmes for
some time. … some critics found its unusual quintet of
instruments to be a strange marriage of sonorities… .’

© Rien de Reede
Translation: Gerald Mettam 



Thies Roorda
Thies Roorda studied at the Royal Conservatory, The Hague with Paul Verhey
and in the US with the renowned Geoffrey Gilbert. After a long-standing orchestral
career (he is emeritus flautist of the Dutch Radio Philharmonic Orchestra), he
now dedicates himself to niches in the flute repertoire that are of particular
interest to him. His recordings of works from around the turn of the 20th century,
such as the complete works for flute by Sigfrid Karg-Elert, have received critical
acclaim. Several composers have dedicated works to him, including Isang Yun
and Jean Françaix. Of the latter, he recorded the Divertimento for flute and piano
accompanied by the composer himself. In addition to this, he has also recorded
works by Giacinto Scelsi and Rudolf Escher. Thies Roorda is professor of flute
at the Royal Conservatory, The Hague. He regularly gives masterclasses
worldwide and he teaches at his studio in Tuscany.  
www.thiesroorda.nl

Alessandro Soccorsi
Alessandro Soccorsi graduated from the Conservatory ‘Alfredo Casella’ in
L’Aquila in 2003 and continued his studies at the Arts Academy in Rome. He
moved to the Netherlands in 2008 where he studied for his master’s degree at
the Royal Conservatory, The Hague. Alessandro Soccorsi has performed as a
soloist and as a chamber musician with ensembles in many festivals and music
events in Italy as well as in the Netherlands. His soloist participation in the music
programme The Age of Boulez organised by the Boulez Foundation was highly
praised. In the Liszt Festival at the Royal Conservatory he was soloist in Liszt’s
Second Piano Concerto and in 2013 with the Brabant Orchestra in Mozart’s
Piano Concerto in D minor. In 2016 he was a soloist with the Orchestra Sinfonica
Abruzzese performing in the L’Aquila Contemporanea Festival. He has
collaborated as an accompanist with musicians such as William Bennett and
Sergio Azzolini, among others. 

Olivier Patey
Olivier Patey is one of the top clarinettists of his generation. He regularly performs
concerts, chamber works, and concertos with artists and renowned orchestras
such as Janine Jansen, Eric Le Sage, Liza Ferschtman, the Ébène Quartet, the
Munich Chamber Orchestra, the Bavarian Radio Orchestra, the City of Prague
Philharmonic Orchestra and the KwaZulu Natal Philharmonic. After becoming a
member of the orchestra of the Republican Guard in Paris, the Lucerne Festival
Orchestra and principal clarinettist of the Rotterdam Philharmonic and Mahler
Chamber Orchestra, Olivier Patey currently holds the position of solo clarinet
with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. His musical and instrumental expertise
is praised; he is often invited as a jury member for international music
competitions and gives masterclasses around the world. He has recently also
been nominated as a committee member of the Nederlandse Muziek Prijs. 
www.olivierpatey.com

Alexei Ogrintchouk
Alexei Ogrintchouk studied at the Gnessin Music School in Moscow and
graduated from the Paris Conservatory with first prizes for oboe and chamber
music. In 1999, at the age of 20, he became solo oboist with the Rotterdam
Philharmonic Orchestra and since August 2005 has held the same position with
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. As soloist he has worked with, among
others, the Mariinsky Orchestra, the Russian National Orchestra, the BBC
orchestras, and the Budapest Festival Orchestra. As chamber musician he has
worked together with Gidon Kremer, Radu Lupu and Thomas Quasthoff, among
others. In 2011 he was appointed oboe professor at the Haute École de Musique
(HEM) in Geneva, and also teaches at the Royal Conservatory, The Hague.
Ogrintchouk combines orchestral, solo and chamber music playing with increasing
conducting projects. He has worked with Camerata RCO, Orchestre de Besançon
in France, Orchestre International de Genève and the KwaZulu Natal
Philharmonic Orchestra in South Africa. 
www.ogrintchouk.com
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Junko Naito
Junko Naito came to the Netherlands in 1996 after her education in her native
Japan to study at the Utrecht Conservatory under Viktor Liberman. She
graduated in 1998 with the highest distinction as a performing musician. Since
December 2002 Junko Naito has been first violinist with the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra. As soloist in both classical and modern repertoires
she has performed in Japan and Germany with, among others, the conductor
Hiroyuki Iwaki. She is an extremely versatile player of chamber music.

Benedikt Enzler
Benedikt Enzler studied at the
Hochschule für Musik und Theater in
Munich. He has participated in several
masterclasses and gained orchestral
experience with the Schleswig-Holstein
Music Festival Orchestra, the Bayerische
Kammerphilharmonie and as a member
of the Munich Philharmonic Orchestral
Academy. In 2007 he joined the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra and was
appointed assistant principal cellist in
2008. Benedikt Enzler is a busy chamber
musician and recording artist performing
in various ensembles throughout the
world. 

Bert Mooiman
Bert Mooiman is a pianist, organist, church musician, teacher, writer and music
theorist who studied at the Royal Conservatory, The Hague. He has won many
awards and prizes for his artistic achievements and at international competitions.
He is a renowned teacher of improvisation and regularly gives guest lectures.
As pianist, Bert Mooiman performs as both a solo and a chamber musician. Since
1989 he has been organist in residence at the Nieuwe Badkapel, The Hague
where he is also artistic leader of the Badkapel concert series. 

With thanks to Johan van Markesteijn for the use of his harmonium and to the
Edesche Concertzaal, which generously provided the hall and grand piano for the
recording of the Sérénade, Op. 10.
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Charles Widor’s musical life covered around 75 years of French cultural history. His organ
symphonies helped to blow spectacular new life into an instrument that had become sorely
neglected, and it was in salons such as that of the organ builder Cavaillé-Coll that his
chamber music was first welcomed with enthusiasm. Widor went on to work with leading
players of his day, composing audition showpieces such as the Introduction et Rondo, the
recently rediscovered and popular Sérénade with its rich harmonium sonorities, and the
Suite, Op. 34 that far transcends the salon genre in its character and range. DDD
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Recorded: 12 September 2014 (tracks 1–4), 4 March 2015 (5), 10 December 2015 (6–9, 13) & 17 June 2016
(10–12) at Studio Van Schuppen, Veenendaal, The Netherlands; and 20 June 2015 (14) at Concertzaal Ede, Ede,
The Netherlands • Producer: Rien de Reede • Engineer & Editor: Jochem Geene • Publishers of editions used:

Universal (Vienna) (tracks 1–4); Heugel et Cie (5–9, 13); J. Hamelle (10–12); J. Maho (14) • Cover photo: 
Sunset over Val d’Orcia, Tuscany (© minnystock / Dreamstime.com) • Booklet notes: Rien de Reede
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